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Organic charge transfer (CT) A
2
B salts

composed of a cation (or anion) BA[ and a

counter ionic BB[ in the ratio of 2:1 can

display a variety of electronic and magnetic

properties, such as superconductivity (1, 2),

metal-insulator (M-I) transition (1–3), mag-

netic frustration (4), ferroelectricity (5), and

even magneto-dielectric coupled behaviors

(6). The appearance of charge ordering (CO)

or a Mott transition accompanied with

dimeric distortion in a ¼-filled or a 3/4-filled

(¼-filled in terms of holes) network of A

molecules with a one-dimensional (1D) or

2D structure plays a key role as the basis for
these exotic natures (1, 2). Recent theoretical

studies have revealed that the critical balance

among physical parameters, such as

bandwidth (W ), onsite Coulomb interaction

(U ), and nearest-neighbor Coulomb interac-

tion (V ), leads to the appearance of such

novel ground states (7–10).

These previous studies and a report on

the highly efficient photocarrier generation

in one of the A
2
B salts (DCNQI)

2
Cu (11)

have stimulated research on the photo-

induced phase transition (PIPT) in A
2
B salts.

In a crystal that shows multi-instability of its

free energy due to critical balance among
intrinsic cooperative interactions, the macro-

scopic phase transition accompanied with

large changes in electronic, magnetic, and

lattice structures may be triggered by weak

photoexcitation (12, 13), because even a low

density of photoexcited species can affect and

switch the cooperative interaction (12–14).

From the viewpoint of the highly efficient

and nonlinear amplification of the response

to the weak photoexcitation via a coopera-

tive channel in a condensed system, this

exotic photo effect called PIPT is analogous

to the Bdomino effect[ on the molecular

scale.

Here, we report that a quasi-1D, ¼-filled

(in terms of holes) A
2
B salt (EDO-TTF)

2
PF

6

shows highly sensitive and ultrafast PIPT

from an insulator (I) phase accompanied

with a CO to a metal (M) phase up to about

room temperature (È265 K). EEDO-TTF
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic views of the lattice and electronic structural changes accompanying the M-I
phase transition in (EDO-TTF)2PF6. A side view of an EDO-TTF molecule is shown. The unit cell
includes two and four EDO-TTF molecules in M and I phases, respectively (15). In the I phase, holes
are localized on EDO-TTF molecules with a flat structure due to CO, and quasi-neutral molecules
show a bent structure. In the M phase, charges (holes) are delocalized and PF6 (acceptor) molecules
exhibit disorder (15–18). (B) Schematics for free-energy change accompanying M-I transition and
the structure of the EDO-TTF molecule.

Fig. 2. (A) Reflectivity
spectra for the M (blue
line) and I (black line)
phases observed at 290
and 180 K, respectively.
(Inset) Reflectivity
spectra in the wide
photon energy region
for the M (blue line)
and I (black line) pha-
ses, respectively. (B)
Reflectivity spectra
observed at 10 ps be-
fore (Dt 0 –10 ps,
solid lines) and 3 ps
after (Dt 0 þ3 ps,
dashed lines) photo-
excitation at the sam-
ple temperatures of
180 K (blue lines) and
265 K (red lines). The
excitation density was
6 � 1018 cmj3 (19).
The photoreflectivity
spectra in the region
between 1.5 and 1.6
eV could not be ob-
served because of the
strong scattering of the
pump laser l ight .
(Inset) Time profiles
for DR/R at 1.49 eV
(black line) and photo-
conductivity (red line)
in the ms-ms region
observed at 180 K.
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(ethylenedioxytetrathiafulvalene) acts as an

electron donor (D).^ The origin of this exotic

effect has been assigned to the photoinduced

cooperative and nonequilibrium melting of a

CO, based on time-resolved spectroscopic

measurements. A dynamic study has revealed

that the coherent phonon generation via

electron-lattice (E-L) interaction seems to be

strongly coupled with the observed highly

efficient, so-called gigantic, photoinduced

metallization process completed within 1.5

ps. In addition, the speed of recovery from the

photoinduced M to the original I phase can be

widely controlled by changing the excitation

intensity (1 ps to 100 ms).

Recently, a quasi-1D, ¼-filled A
2
B salt

(EDO-TTF)
2
PF

6
has been developed to realize

an organic metal with strong E-L interaction

that results from molecular deformations on a

subnanometer scale (15). As expected, this

crystal shows an exotic M-I phase transition

that arises from CO, accompanied by a large

structural change based on molecular defor-

mation of EDO-TTF and a doubling of unit

cells at room temperature (T
c
0 278 K) (Fig. 1)

(15–18). This M-I transition in (EDO-

TTF)
2
PF

6
can be sensitively probed spectro-

scopically, as plotted in Fig. 2A. The reflection

band observed around 1.3 eV in the low-

temperature I phase has been assigned to CT

excitation among EDO-TTF (D) molecules

accompanied by CO, i.e., excitation from

DþDþ to D2þD0, directly reflecting the

appearance of CO (17, 18).

We prepared a crystal of (EDO-TTF)
2
PF

6

with a surface of 0.1 mm by 0.2 mm using a

previously reported method (15). We excited

the crystal by laser light with a pulse width of

0.12 ps, and the excitation photon energy

(1.55 eV) was nearly resonant to this CT

band. The reflection spectra 10 ps before (Dt 0
–10 ps) and 3 ps after (Dt 0 3 ps) the

photoexcitation (Fig. 2B) were observed at

180 K and 265 K, with a resolution time of

0.25 ps. A similarly large and fast reflectivity

change triggered by photoexcitation was

confirmed in a wide temperature range below

265 K, and this change disappeared above T
c
.

The obtained spectral changes indicate that

the intensity of the CT (DþDþ to D2þD0)

band dramatically decreased and, in contrast,

a rather weak and broad band, which seems to

be characteristic of the M phase, appeared just

after photoexcitation. Thus, CO melting,

accompanied by I-M phase conversion, occurs

within 3 ps after excitation by 0.12 ps light

pulse. Movie S1 shows that the photoinduced

modulation in reflectivity is large enough to

be directly observed with an ordinary charge-

coupled device camera after excitation with a

white probe light 0.2 ps in width.

Compared with the reflectivity spectra of

I and M phases under conditions of thermal

equilibrium, the estimated photoinduced I-M

conversion efficiency based on the reflectiv-
www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 307 7 JANUARY 2005 87
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ity change at Dt 0 3 ps reached about 50%

with an excitation intensity of 6 � 1018

photons cmj3, corresponding to a single

excitation photon for every 500 donor mole-

cules (19). Such highly efficient conversion

indicates a strong cooperative effect in this

crystal, as expected from strong E-L coupling.
Fig. 3. (A) Probe pho-
ton energy dependence
of the time profile for
the DR/R observed at
180 K (black lines) and
260 K (red lines). The
probe photon energy
was 1.72 and 1.38 eV
for the upper and lower
panels, respectively. Tri-
angles indicate the peak
positions due to the
vibratile structure ob-
served at 180 K. (Inset)
Raman spectrum in the
low-energy region for
the I phase observed at
180 K. Temperature
dependence of the Ra-
man shift energy for
the red-colored mode
is plotted in the inset
of (B). (B) Temperature
dependence of the time
profile for the DR/R
observed at 1.38 eV.
(Inset) Temperature de-
pendence of the Ra-
man shift (red circles)
for the red-colored
mode in the inset of
(A) and that for the
vibratile frequency es-
timated from the time
profile of DR/R (black
squares). Error bars
(mean T SE) show the
observed data fluctua-
tions changing the sam-
ple crystal. The red and
black lines serve as an
eye guide.

Fig. 4. Excitation in-
tensity dependencies of
DR/R observed 3 ps af-
ter excitation at 180 K.
The black line is an eye
guide, and Ith indicates
the threshold photon
density. The fluctuations
in DR/R values due to
the change of sample
crystals even under the
same excitation condi-
tion are indicated by
error bars (mean T SE)
(Inset) Time profile of
DR/R for various excita-
tion photon densities
observed at 180 K. The
black, red, and green
lines correspond to 1 �
1019, 5 � 1018, and 2 � 1018 cmj3, respectively.
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The inset in Fig. 2B shows the photo-

induced reflectivity change (DR/R) probed

with 1.49 eV light and the photoconductivity

at 180 K in the microsecond region with an

excitation density of 6 � 1018 cmj3. Both

signals relaxed back to the original value

within 300 to 400 ms. Thus, we could use
RY 2005 VOL 307 SCIENCE www.sciencem
light excitation with a 1 kHz repetition rate

for a pump-probe experiment. The electric

conductivity was largely enhanced (more

than five orders of magnitude) just after

photoexcitation within the resolution time

(1 ms), which was consistent with the idea

that the observed photoinduced effect arises

from the I-M phase conversion.

A time profile of the spectral changes was

observed at 1.38 and 1.72 eV with an excitation

density of 6 � 1018 cmj3 (Fig. 3A). For Dt 9
1.5 ps, the DR/R value remained constant,

and the spectral shape was consistent with

the I-M transition as a result of CO melting;

thus, it can safely be concluded that the

phase conversion process was completed

within 1.5 ps for a wide temperature region.

Such an ultrafast photoconversion process

cannot be explained simply by the light-

induced heating effect. In addition, as

indicated by triangles in Fig. 3A, a vibra-

tional structure with a large magnitude was

observed. The period of this vibration, esti-

mated from the interval between the first

and second peaks Eabout 0.5 ps (70 cmj1)

at 180 K^ has little dependence on the probe

photon energy. Thus, this effect cannot be

simply explained by strain-wave propagation

induced by light excitation coupling with an

acoustic mode as discussed previously (20–22).

As shown in the inset of Fig. 3A, several

Raman modes in the low-energy region were

observed for the I-phase crystal. The 84 cmj1

band observed at 180 K (red) softened as the

sample temperature was increased (Fig. 3B,

inset, red circles) (23). The same behavior

has been observed in the temperature depen-

dence of the vibration interval estimated from

the time profiles of DR/R at various temper-

atures (Fig. 3B). The results are summarized

and indicated in the inset of Fig. 3B by black

squares. In addition, this vibrational mode

was also Raman active in M phases (23).

Based on these data, it is reasonable to

attribute observed dynamic vibration in the

time domain to the coherent phonon-like

vibration that corresponds to this Raman-

active optical mode, which exists even in the

photoproduced M phase.

The present result indicates that the E-L

interaction via the optical phonon mode plays

important roles in driving the highly sensitive

metallization process and stabilizing the

photoinjected M domain. The vibrational

mode calculation for a single EDO molecule

in ionic and neutral states suggests the

existence of several modes around a frequen-

cy region of 100 cmj1, which can be at-

tributed to a bending motion of the molecular

plane (23). This result supports the idea that

the observed coherent vibration in the DR/R

time profile is due to strong coupling be-

tween CO and distortion of the molecular

plane, which plays an essential role in

thermally induced I-M transition in (EDO-
ag.org
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TTF)
2
PF

6
(Fig. 1A). Of course, a further

study for mode assignment is necessary to

analyze the relation between molecular plane

deformation and simple dimer distortion

among unit cells, both of which play an

important role to drive I-M transition.

One attractive aspect of PIPT is that the

photoconversion efficiency shows a nonlinear

dependence on the excitation intensity that

reflects the role of cooperative interaction

(12, 13). In (EDO-TTF)
2
PF

6
, the photo-

reflectivity change probed with a 1.38 eV

monitor light at 3 ps after photoexcitation

showed a threshold-like behavior, with a

critical absorbed photon density (I
th

) of 2 �
1018 cmj3 (one photon for every 1500 EDO-

TTF molecules) (19) (Fig. 4). The estimated

heating temperature for the present experi-

mental condition based on the thermo-

dynamic data are only 0.1 K even for a 1 �
1019 cmj3 excitation intensity (24). Such a

highly efficient and nonlinear conversion

process is the result of internal cooperative

interactions that are similar to other PIPT

phenomena (12). In addition, the lifetime of

the photoinduced M phase strongly depends on

the excitation intensity (Fig. 4). This result

supports a mechanism in which cooperative

interactions occur even in the relaxation process

of the photoinduced M phase. In the case of a

2 � 1018 cmj3 excitation condition, the DR/R

signal disappeared within È1.5 ps, which

appears to facilitate a quick recovery time for

applications in a phase-switching device.

To realize a molecular phase-switching

device controllable by light with 1 ps (i.e.,

THz) response time, it is important to develop

a material that shows highly sensitive and

ultrafast PIPT phenomena at room tempera-

ture. One possible way to solve this problem

is to use a phase transition due to the

cooperation of spin, charge, and orbit degrees

of freedom inherent in strongly correlated

electrons (25–29). From our point of view,

another way is to use an E-L coupled

mechanism mediated by a coherent phonon

process with large amplitude (30), a possi-

bility discussed in pioneer works of ultrafast

photo effect in VO
2

and a neutral-ionic

transition system (20, 22, 31, 32). In the

case of an ordinal photoinduced domino

effect, the speed of the domain growth

process from photoinjected localized species

to meso- or macroscopic regions accompa-

nied by structural changes will be limited by

an incoherent phonon process (13, 14). In

contrast, if the electronic lattice-coupled

change is mediated by an optical phonon

mode with kÈ0 via an E-L interacting

channel, the phase change in the meso-size

domain mediated by coherent phonons can

be induced at once, immediately after photo-

excitation.

The present results with (EDO-TTF)
2
PF

6

show that this mechanism, the so-called
www.scie
Bphoto-domino on phonon coherence,[ seems

to be useful for achieving this purpose, even

at about room temperature. X-ray structural

analysis and soft x-ray emission spectroscopy

with femtosecond resolution, in addition to

theoretical study, will be needed for clarify-

ing the real mechanism of the observed

gigantic photoinduced metallization and also

will be important for molecular device–

oriented research (30, 31, 33).
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Atom Collision–Induced
Resistivity of Carbon Nanotubes

Hugo E. Romero,1 Kim Bolton,3 Arne Rosén,3 Peter C. Eklund1,2*
We report the observation of unusually strong and systematic changes in the
electron transport in metallic single-walled carbon nanotubes that are
undergoing collisions with inert gas atoms or small molecules. At fixed gas
temperature and pressure, changes in the resistance and thermopower of thin
films are observed that scale as roughly M1/3, where M is the mass of the
colliding gas species (He, Ar, Ne, Kr, Xe, CH4, and N2). Results of molecular
dynamics simulations are also presented that show that the maximum
deformation of the tube wall upon collision and the total energy transfer
between the colliding atom and the nanotube also exhibit a roughly M1/3

dependence. It appears that the transient deformation (or dent) in the tube
wall may provide a previously unknown scattering mechanism needed to
explain the atom collision–induced changes in the electrical transport.
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs)

with diameters in the range from 1 to 2 nm

exhibit quasi–one-dimensional (1D) electronic

behavior, including strong van Hove singular-

ities in the electronic density of states (1, 2).

Because all the carbon atoms reside at the tube
surface, the chemical environment in contact

with the nanotube can affect electron trans-

port. The flow of a polar fluid over a nanotube

film leads to an induced voltage along the di-

rection of the flow (3), and the transconduct-

ance of a SWNT field effect transistor (FET)
2005 89


